
CALCIUM CHLORTDE I& STABIUSED SOIL ROADS AhFD RUNWAYS, 
By Mr. Harsh Vardhan, Defence Scisnco Organisation, Ministry of Defence, 

New DeIhi. 
Mudless, dust2ess, hard and all weather driving surfaces is a serious require- 

ment of the forces. Surfacings by mixtures of definite amounts of locaIEy avail- 
able stone, gravel, sand, clay and Silt to .which calculated amount of calcium 
chloride is added quickly compact and ultimately harden like concrete. This pro. 
vides an easy, quick and economic- means of meeting the requimnent. Necessity 
of such surfaces, use and action of calcium chloride and resulting effi"t9 im 
discussed. Different methods of construction and application of calcium 
chloride are briefly relatcd. 

Driving surfaces--Our difficulties and requirements 
One of the most serious problems for the defence services is to pr0vid.e firm, 

mudfree and dustless roads and a i~por t  runways and to provide them quickly 
pending construction and surfr,cing of Fermar.ent hezvy d.pty roads and pave- 
ments. 

Defence traffic, naturally has to move over many  type^ of highways and the 
intensity of this traffic varies tremendously in different areas; I t  will be a 
physical and economic impossibility in a country like ours to provi'de paved 
surfaces on all roads of strategic network. ' Eachcha roads ' on the other hand 
are not only troubleiome b ~ %  dangerous. It has been experienced that civil 
traffic while crossing military convoygthrew up dust and slowed down the con- 
voys, causing trucks to loose their intervals and upsetting the schedules. Simi- 
larly anti-aircraft artillery or army groups concealed in groves and trenches near 
the traffic area get covered with dust daring dry periods of manoeuvers, greatly 
reducing the efficiep-cy of the gunners. Insainy seasan such roads get muddy. 
This mud, a t  places knee deep hindere-traffic and frequently causes serious 
accidents. Besides all this, these roads require constant blade maintenance 
which is expensive and still very often inadequate. A iuick and practical solu- 
tion consistant with the availability of meterials and economy of our c ~ u n t r y  
is to be found out which may provide mudless, dustfree,'hard and all-weather 
driving surfaces. t 

. .  Stabilised soil-What it is and why ? 
A very quick and highly practical solution is the construction of stabilised 
driving surfaces. Such surfaces or roads are usually composed of locally 

available soil materials with aggregates of gravel or crushed stone or other simi- 
lar hard materjal for strength, definite amount of sand acting as filler and silt 
and clay maintained in moist condition to act as a binder. The amount of 
moisture maintained B definite because there is an optimuml value of the 
moisture which gives maximum density on compaction and therefore mzximum 
shear ptrength depending upon the type of admixture of the soil materials and 
the method of compaction. This type of road surfaces if constructed of pro- 
perly graded natural soil materials firm up unde: continuous traffic compaction 
and often attain the density of concrete, become impervious to rain and immune 
t i  frost. These should not, therefore, be con~idered as only makeshift tempo- 
rary construetion. On attaining such a, high density and stability, these roads 
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besides being dircxc tly used for traffic providc a most desirable base for later bitu- 
minous or concrete surfacing. These surfacings are 'mid to hold better on 
stabilised soil bases. Stabilised surfaces are very useful for shoulder construction 
on both sides of the permanent strips as they avoid slipings and skidingss 

Stabilised soil roads have many constructional advantages ; speed of con- 
struction, simplicity, reduction in hauling of materials, avoiding the use of very 
heavy and complicated machincry, ease of manipulation of the aggregates and 
allowing stage construction so that surfaces are available during all stages of 
camp construction. Of course proper proportionating and grading of the in- 
gredients in the aggregate mix with regard to the physical properties of the silts 
and clays is essential. A few preliminary laboratory test may therefore be re- 
quired. With experience, however, simple thumb2 rules often sdlice. 
Calcium chloride, its use, action and resulting effects. ' 

I t  has been said above that the aggregates used'in ~onst~ructing the road 
surfaces must be mjintained in moist condition. This is achieved by mixing 
witb the gravel-sand-clay mixture a calculated amount of a chemical possessing 
specific properties. A very suitable salt is Calcium Chloride. 

Calcium chloride is hygroscopic and deliquescent. Hygroioopicity is the 
process of readily absorbing moisture and retaining it. Deliquescence is the 
process of diesolving and becoming liquid by attracting and absorbing moisture 
from the surroundings. In soil stabilisation work calcium chloride i~ generally 
used in flake,forrn and absorbs moisture from the air. 

It takes up mo&ure weighing 4 to 10 times its own weight during njght 
and retains to 213 of that during the heat of the day. The value of this ability 
to conserve moisture is mostapparent during compac'ion of the stabilised layer 
or mat in which the salt is incorporated. The plasticity of the clay component 
is maintained over a longer time by retarding the loss due to evaporation result- 
ing in ease of manipulation leading to smoother riding surfaces than would be. 
obtained from untreated mix. Pig. 15 gives relation of evaporation losses from 
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treated and untreated ~ i x t u r e s  indicating how moisture is held in the road by 
calcium ~hloride. Retention of moi~ture for a longer time in treated soilfi pro- 
longs the period during which compaction can fake plgce permitting compre- 

- ssion of aggregates into denser and stronger masa, 
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The moisture content necessary to give the greatest density to which an 
acceptable mixture may be compacted by a specific method of compaction is 
the most iqportant factor in obtaining a suitable road. The optimum moisture 
content is generally approximately 8% by:weight of the aggregate material. 

Calcium chloride increases the viscosity and surface tession of the water in 
which it dissolves itself. Therefore, in the soil mixtures to which calcium chloride 
is added the soil particles get moistened and enveloped by a more viscous and 
lubricating film of water and slide more freely under compzcting load to a'ttain 
greater density. Compaction testg show that the same soils under equal treat- 
ment weigh 11 % more (Fig. 2)4per cubic foot where calcium chloride is used. 
This increase in weight is vitally significant, when it is realised that the mass 
equivalent of the added weight exists as voids in the untreated soils. These 
voids are open to water penetration an excess of which causes mud and failure 
under wetting. The salt treatment makes the road lees permeable to rain water. 

4 

FIG. 2 
Due to increase in surface tension of the water,greater strength is obtained 

during shrinkage consequent to seasoning and drying. Fig. 3 shows tAat 85% 
of the density is obtained during compaction by a wheel roller and the remaining 

RC#L&'R CoMPACFIQN : SURINFAGE COMPACTIUN 

\\I ' STABILITY soh$./ i?Uh2 
A 

i'WffTLFRC CONTENT 65. ~071~s , 
F1c.3 " 

15 % is due to shrinkage compaction or seasoning of ihe road. On the other 
hand the roller compaction accounts for only 10 % of the structural stability the 
remaining 90% being obtained during shrinkage period 

The stabilising effects of calcium chloride may b'e enumerated as below - 
(I) Cuts water costs by greatly reducing the quantity of water required, 

in mixing and finishing operation by retarding lass due to evapom- 
tion. \ 
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(2) Insures against premature drying resulting in cracks etc. and added 
maintenance costs by retaining moisture. 

(3) Facilitates compaction by allowing the compacting particles to move 
and slide more freely under the load. The compaction time is re- 
duced t o  approximately one third than with plain water. 

(4) Extends compaction period by retaining moisture and keeping the 
mix in plastic sate for longer time. 

(5) Increases the binding action and structural stability during the period 
of seasoning. 

(6) Avoids subgrade water softenin<or rain water .mudding. The inrreas- 
ed density makes the stabilised soil layer much less pervious to t k  
water either underneath or above it, which is, therefore, not sucked 
in. 

(7) I(Rd&.the damaging effects of frost action. Because of b w  voids 
and impervious structure the mat or layer will not contract or ex- 
pand under the action of low temperature and moisture of the frost 
respectively. 

Shbilised mixtures, methods of preparing and spreading 
In soil stabilisation prooess proper grading andjroportioning of the mixture 

constituents is an es~ential requirement. The. ratios of ingredients will vary 
depending upon the type of material available and details of design and specifi- 
cations of the project. This will be discussed and quantitative values given in 
part 11. 

There are rnainly three methods of obtaining the desired stabilised mixture 
plant mixing, road mixing and cut. and try method. 

In plant mixing calcium chloride is generally added to the soil mixture 
the plant with enough water to bring the moisture cfntent to about 8 to 10% by 
weight of dry soil. The mixture is then hauled to the construction pite, spread, 
sprinkled, shaped and rolled. 

In road mixing the soil materials without calcium chloride are spread on a 
previously made even, and prepared base surface to the required thickness, The 
calcium chloride is then uniformly scattered on it by spreaders in required 
quantities and thoroughly worked into the soil by harrowing and blading or by 
travelling mixers. Required amount of water is then sprayed and shaping and 
compacting operation performed to give smooth dense surface. 

In cut and try method'chalcium chloride is applied to the road surface after 
its condition (studied by cutting and trying) indicates that a nearly suitable 
gradation of the constituents has bee4 obtained. The application of the chloride 
is made, generally to a part of the whole project. Ifthe surface shows 
muddiness in wet weather an excess of binder soil i* indicated and a light applica- 
tion of coarse sand or fine gravel or crushed stone is made. Behaviour of the 
surface in dry weather is also studied. A compromised balance between the bin- 
der soil and the thicker ingredients is thus established by trial. 
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Quality of the material reqaired 
The volume of the material required will depend upon the area of the surface 

to be covered Qnd on the thickness of the stabilised layer. Then if, 
W=width of the surface in feet. 
L-le& of the surface in miles. 
T=thickness of the mat in inches, ‘ -  

.., The volume is given by 

W T 
. ........ V= -- x L760 x --- =16-3 WLT cubic yds 1, 

3 3x 12 

If L be put equal to 1 then we get the volume per mile 
I 

VM =16-3 WT yds8/mile. : .............................. . 2  
The dry material in loose state occupies more space when compacted under 
moist conditions. It has bees found that i t  reduces in voIurna by about 213 on _ 

compaction. Therefore to compensate for this reduction an additional M)q/. 

material is required then the total amount of loofie aggregate required is by 

........ .... V=24.4 WLT/yds8 (very approx.). ., 
It is convenient to collect the material on the sides 

wiqdrow~. The section of'a windrow h lxqmi?, base beingeligbtlY wider 
than the top. Then if 

A=width of the top surface oS win&*ow in fret. 

Bzwidth of the base of windrow in feet. 

 height of the windrow in feet. I 

 end area in sq. feet. . 

C=cubic yards per mile per sq. ft. of end area= 195 $6 

V=cubic yards per mile in windrow. 

A+B - 
E= ----- X H  V=195.6 E yd9 

2 . 
substituting horn (3) 

V=24-4 WT=lg."j.6 E.. ......................... ;. ... - 4  

we know the values of W in feet and T in inches from qnr reqlairements 
find out E and therefore the hight and width of windrow that would IFe 

k oollcct the required material per mile. Table below etra 
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The weights and volumes in the chart above are based on compaction to 2.03 
tons per cubic yards or to 168.4 lbs. per cubic foot. 

G.~%z& ingreiiests and their ratio 

volume in cubic yards and weight in tons of loose aggregates per mile of the 
surface at. various width and different thicknesses. 

The loose aggregate as referred to consists of materials graded from coarse 
to fine ; crushed stone, sand, silt and clay., It is, therefore, essential to h o w .  
how much of which is required. -*It.is,known from experience that pieces of 
crushed stone of 4 in. max. size are most-desirable. Bigger sizes of or 1" 
may sometimes be used but are decidedly not preferable. If we spread a layer 
of these crushed stones a section of the layer will ?oak as shown in fig. 4 (a). 
There is a limit beyond which any amount of rearranging will not make the 
stones occupy less space. The total space occupied by the gravel is only partly 
filled with strong solid material, the rest being voids containing air. For gravel 
of size the voids are about 46% of the total space. Since there will also be 
pieces of smaller sizes say up to 1/12'' the actual voids may be less. The river 
pebbles or rounded stones are not suitable in place of crushed Stone gravel as 
their smoother boundary does not provide the high internal friotion and inter- 
locking so much required in stabilised layers. 

These voids are in the form of,multishaped gaps. L% that these may not 
get filled up with undesirable matter like dry leaves, dust, peat and water and 
remails liable to change shape under various loading conditiolrs these need be 
filled up. 'As a first ,step coarse sand passing No. 10 sieveand retained on No. 40 
sieve is used to reduce the size of the gaps. The section of the layer will then 
look like that shown in fig. 4 (b). The earlier voids are partitioned resulting in 
saall pockets. The sand also adds to internal rosistabce and interlocking. 
The voids though redaced still exist there. sometimes when gravel is not ob- 
tainable sand is to be uaed in its place also. 

Width 
of 

road 
in 

feet. 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

Area 
per 

foot 
,length 
in sq. 

yds. 

1.11 

1.33 

1?56 

134'77 

. 2.00 

2-22 

Sq. yds. 
per mile 

5867 

7040 

8213 

7387 

10560 

11733 

P 

Average thichess of compacted layer in inch. 
-- 

1 2 3 

- - - _  

-- 



The voids are further filled up by the so caller1 soil fines, fig. 4 (0). It is a 
material passing No. 40 sieve hut retained on No. 200 sieve. Quite often a good 
amount of silt is present in i t  as the former is very abvndant in agricultural soil. 

Rig. 4 
Silt, however is not desirable due to its detrimental qualities of swelling up on 
becoming moist, providing capillarity and no cohesion. To this mix is then 
added the binder soil. This should pass No. 200 sieve anti should ideally consist 
of clay. The clay when made wet hp adding 8 to 10 % of water sticks to the 
boundary of the silt, sand and gravel particles and acts like a binder eement, 
fig. 4 (d). 

I n  general the ratio of all these constituents $lay be approximately given as 
follows :- 

Size Quantity 

Gravel passing 4" sieve but retained on No. 10 sieve . . .5" to .08" 60 % 
Coarse sand passing No. 10 sieve but retained ol? No. 40 . . .08" to .02" 20 % 
Fine soil (sand & silt) passing No. 40 but retained on No. 

200 sieve . . .02" to -002" 18 % 
Binder soil (clay) passing No. 200 sieve . . Under .002" 12 % 

The percentage passing No. 200 sieve iv the final mix should never be less than 
10% and not more than 18% of the total amount. It sholild further be not 
more than 2i3 of that passing No, 40 sieve. 

The above figures are very general. Quite often variations may he required 
depending upon the availability of the material and its physical properties. 
For instance, the amouut of binder soil required will depend upon its plasticity 
and also on the plasticity of the rest of the material passing No. 40 sieve. 
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Plastiaity Index 

The stabilisation soil mixture must have some plasticity i.e. ability to flow 
or roll under load without crumbling and breaking. Without this quality it is 
not possible to effect and maintain a desirable compaction. It has been found 
that a plasticity index of 3 to 1 is most suitable for soil mixes to be used as base 
course. PTIASTICTTY INDEX PI is the numerical difference between the , 

liquid limit LI; and plastic limit PL. 

\ 

2mm 

2.Scm. f/QU/D L/MI?'  /S THE W A r E R -  
CONTENT A 7  hlH/CH THE G k o  

f. CLOSES hlf TH 25 SHOCKS AT 
2 SHOCKS-PER S E C O N D .  

PIUI/C Y IN/? /9 
WATER CONTEN?' A7 ROILED THREAD 
klU/cU SO/L PATROL- 

C R U N ~ ~ D  WRE4D 
/NCIY 7nlbR. 

Fig. 5 

LIQUID LIMIT LL is the water content in per lent of dry weight a t  which 
two sections of a pat of soil having the dimensions shown in the figure barely 
f ouch each other but do not flow together when subjected in a cup to the impact 
of sharp blows from below by a standard device. PLASTIC LIMIT PL or the 

, lower limit of plastic state is the water content a t  which the soil begins to crumble 
when rolled out into thin threads. It is to be noted whetEer the threads imme- 
diately before ~ r u m b l i ~ ~  are very tough like gumbo, moderakely tough like an 
average glacial clay, or weak and spongy like those of organic @oil. 

. * 

Since pla,lticjty ie aeolloidal property the soil mix will bave its plasticity due ' 
to the soil fines pas,sing No. 40 sieve and due to the binde~soil passing No. 200 
sieve: The plasticity index of the windrow fines and the binder clay should 
therefore be known. If the windrow fines oannot be rolled into 118" thick threads 
wifhout crumblipg the PI  for it,should be considered zero. The following 
chart gives the relation betweenthe P I  of the binder soil and its percentage 
weight to be added to the windrow mix when the latter is supposed to have a PI 
elf less t'han 1. 



PI of the binder soil. Max % passing No. 200 in k a l  
mix. 

10--16 14 -18% 
16-25 12-15% 
25-35 10-12% 

over 35 8-10% 

Sometimes a binder soil may have a higher PI and a quantity smaller than 
specified may result to  obtain the required PI for the final mix. I n  such cases 
the PI of the final mix is neglected and the quautity of the binder soil raised 
till it equals the minimum specified value. 

If the proportion of the finer ingredients in the windrow mix is more than 
specified a binder soil with a higher plasticity Is desirable. The binder soil 
should pass No. 200 sieve butthis does not mean that i t  must be used in such a 
finely powdered state. Quite good results are obtained by pulverising it t o  y t o  
118" size. Crushing to a finer state will only add to costs. 
Water 

The stabilised layer should contain 8% by weight of water for effective 
compaction and subsequent maintenance. This indicates a requirement of 
about 20 gallons per cubic yard of windrow material; But to keep the water t o  
this required amount more than this has to be added. Experience has shown 
that 40 to  60 gallons c fwater per cu. yd. of windrow may be required under dry 
weather conditions because of rapid evaporation during mixing and spreading 
operations. There are two ways of adding it. Either i t  can be added to the 
soil mix a t  the crushing and mixing plant and the wet material hauld to the site 
or i t  is sprayed on the soil layer which h.as been evenly spread., This increased 
amount of water is needed only during process of construction. Afterwards the 
right amount of water is conserved by the calcium chloride itself which is added 
to the mix. 
Calc im chloride 

The hygroscopic and deliquescent properties of calcium chloride cause the 
absorption of water from atmosphere during periods of high humidity and, its 
retention in the stabilised mat by sIowing down the rate of evaporation. 

' 

Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 

$I@. 6 
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Fig. 6, taken fmm the bulletin of Calcium Chloride Association, Michigan, 
explains very clearly how the salt grain helps keeping the soil moisture which i s  
the most critical factor in soil stabilisation system, 

STAGE No. 1, shows a flake of calcium chloride just as it comes- out of the 
bag--dry, easx to spread on the surface of road, street, driveway or playground. 

STAUE No. 2, same flake 24 minutes after exposure to the air at a normal 
summer temperature of 77' and a relative humidity of 78. At this temperature 
and humidity, a pond of flake calcium chloride will take up about 2$ lbs. of 
water. 

STAGE No. 3, same flake 48 minutes after exposure a t  same temperature and 
tlulnidity. 

STAGE No. 4, same flake 180 minutes (hhree ho&s) after exposure to same 
air conditions, having completely dissolved itself in the moisture it attracted, 
attaining the soluhle form it assumes in the road surface material where. the 
surface ma$erials are permiated with the moisture film. 

Calcium chloride can elther be spread og the layer of the aggregate mix 
arid tE.2 worked into it by spike tooth harrows or can be partly mixed in 
the aggregate before spreading and rest of it spread on the surface. Which 
method is preferable depends on the conditions of the project. The 
quantity of water required can be reduces if a gar t  of the calcium 
chloride which would later be used on the surface is mixed with the 
soil aggregate a t  the mixer before spreading. Half a pound. of calcium 
cbjoride p3r sq. yd. for every inch of depth will effectively retard the e~~aporation. 
Then + Ib. to 14 lb. per sq. yd. can be spread on the surface, worked in, sprinkled 
and compacted. In  general 30 to 150 lbs. of clasium chloride per cubic yard of 
windrow material is used for stabilisation work Fiepending upon the climatic 
conditions and maintenance arrangements. Shaded roads or roads in moist 
areas will require less of it than r o d s  constantly exposed to sun, - 

After the initial application later seasonal periodic treatments may also be 
required but are of lighter quantities, the amount'being determined again by 
the prevailing conditions. 
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